
Word Beach: Mind Thinking Quiz

**About Word Beach**

Word Beach is a word puzzle game in which players have to find hidden words in front of tropical

scenes. To complete a level successfully, all hidden words must be found on the fruit plate.

With Word Beach you can playfully expand your vocabulary. Here you will not only experience

tropical scenes, but also tropical word puzzles. In each level a fruit plate is shown on which letters

are scattered at random. Your task now is to find all hidden words. If you think you have found a

word you are looking for, you simply have to connect the individual letters of the word. If the word

has been searched, it will appear on the list at the top of the screen. If you need help during the

level, you can also use special coins to activate hints.

**Word Beach - Features:** 

- Find all words: Word Beach is a word puzzle game that takes you on a tropical journey. In each

level a colorful fruit plate with randomly scattered letters is shown. Your only task is to find all

hidden words on the fruit plate. On a list at the top of the board, you can see how many words are

searched in the round and how many letters they consist of. To form a word and thus find it, you

simply have to connect the individual letters on the fruit plate. If the word you have formed

belongs to the words on the list, the word will be revealed on the list. As soon as you find all

hidden words, the level is completed successfully.

- Use hints: If you cannot find a word or get stuck in a level, you can use coins and unlock hints

with them. The tips will help you to find the hidden word, for example by showing you the first

letter of the word.

- Daily games: In Word Beach, regular games are rewarded. If you solve word puzzles daily, you will

receive great rewards that you can use in other levels.

- Find secret words: Especially good players have the possibility to find special secret words.

Unscrambling the letters and finding the secret word will give you unique bonuses that can be very

helpful in the further course of the game. 

Conclusion: With the word puzzle Word Beach you can playfully improve and expand your

vocabulary. Since all word puzzles are presented in front of tropical scenes, playing brings great

holiday feeling.


